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Abstract. One of the possible ways of constructing concurrent systems is their automated synthe-
sis from behavioural specifications. In this paper, we look at a particular instance of this approach
which aims at constructing GALS (globally asynchronous locally synchronous) systems from spec-
ifications given in terms of transition systems with arcs labelled by steps of executed actions. GALS
systems are represented by Elementary Net Systems with Localities (ENL-systems), each locality
defining a set of co-located actions. The synthesis procedure is based on the regions of transition sys-
tems and we provide a number of criteria aimed at generating a minimal set of regions (conditions)
of an ENL-system generating a given transition system.
Keywords: theory of concurrency, Petri nets, localities, analysis and synthesis, step sequence se-
mantics, conflict, theory of regions, transition systems.
1. Introduction
A number of computational systems exhibit behaviour adhering to the ‘globally asynchronous locally
(maximally) synchronous’ paradigm. Examples can be found in hardware design, where a VLSI chip
may contain multiple clocks responsible for synchronising different subsets of gates [6], and in biologi-
cally inspired membrane systems representing cells within which biochemical reactions happen in syn-
chronised pulses [14]. To capture such systems in a formal manner, [8] introduced Place/Transition-nets
with localities (PTL-nets), where each locality identifies a distinct set of events which must be executed
synchronously, i.e., in a maximally concurrent manner (akin to local maximal concurrency).
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An attractive way of constructing complex computing systems is their automated synthesis from a
range of behavioural specifications, e.g., given in terms of suitable transition systems. In such a case, the
synthesis procedure is often based on the regions of a transition system [2, 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 15].
In the paper [9], we adapted the proposal of [8] to the case of Elementary Net Systems (EN-systems)
— a fundamental class of safe Petri nets [13] — leading to EN-systems with localities (and context arcs
in [10]). We aimed there at finding a characterisation of all transition systems generated by such nets, and
in so doing provide a solution to the corresponding synthesis problem from transition systems to Petri
nets. The papers [9, 10] suitably adapted the classical theory of regions [3] to cope with local maximal
concurrency and this work was later generalised to other classes of Petri nets in [5]. In this paper, we
consider again EN-system with localities (ENL-systems) introduced and investigated in [9], but this time
we focus on the algorithmic efficiency of the synthesis procedure (note that the problem is NP-complete
which can be shown following the argument made in [2]).
To explain the basic idea behind ENL-systems, let us consider the net in Figure 1 modelling
two co-located consumers and one producer residing in a remote location. In the initial state,
the net can execute the singleton step {c4}. Another enabled step is {p1 } which removes
the token from b1 and puts two tokens, into b and b2 . In this new state, there are three
enabled steps, viz. {p2}, {c1 , c4} and {p2 , c1 , c4}. The last one, {p2 , c1 , c4}, corresponds
to what is usually called maximal concurrency as no more activities can be added to it
without violating the constrains imposed by the available resources (represented by tokens).
However, the previously enabled step {c4} which is still resource (or token) enabled is
disallowed by the control mechanism of ENL-systems. It rejects a resource enabled step
like {c4} since we can add to it c1 co-located with c4 obtaining a step which is resource
enabled. In other words, the control mechanism employed by ENL-systems (and PTL-nets)
is that of local maximal concurrency as indeed postulated by the GALS systems execution
rule.
b2
b1
b4
b3
b6
b5
b
b0
p3
p2 p1
c2
c3
c1 c4
Figure 1. A one-producer/two-consumers system (shading of boxes indicates the co-location of events they rep-
resent).
The synthesis procedure of [9] assumed that one is using the full set of regions of a transition system
to synthesise an ENL-system. In this paper, we discuss results contributing to an improvement of the
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synthesis procedure by considering minimal regions. In essence, one is interested to construct as small
as possible ENL-system generating a given behaviour represented by a transition system. We investigate
different ways of achieving this, in particular, by re-evaluating the concept of minimal regions introduced
in the context of ENI-system synthesis [15].
2. Preliminaries
In what follows, E is a fixed finite non-empty set of events. A co-location relation is any equivalence
relation ≏ on the set of events. For an event e and a non-empty set of events u (a step), we will denote
e ≏ u whenever there is at least one event f ∈ u satisfying e ≏ f .
A step transition system [1] is a triple ts
df
= (S, T, sin) where S is a non-empty finite set of states,
T ⊆ S × (2E \ {∅})× S
is a finite set of transitions, and sin ∈ S is the initial state. We will write s
u
−→ s′ (or simply s
u
−→)
whenever (s, u, s′) is a transition. Moreover, for every state s:
• allStepss is the set of all steps labelling arcs outgoing from s.
• minStepss is the set of all minimal steps (w.r.t. set inclusion) in allStepss.
• Es is the union of all the steps labelling arcs outgoing from s.
• ≏s is the restriction of a co-location relation ≏ to Es × Es.
To ease the presentation, we will assume that each event occurs in at least one of the steps labelling the
transitions of ts.
2.1. ENL-systems
A net is a tuple net
df
= (B,E,F ) such that B is a finite set of conditions disjoint from E, and
F ⊆ (B × E) ∪ (E ×B)
is the flow relation. The meaning and graphical representation of conditions, events and the flow relation
is the same as in the standard net theory. For every event e, its pre-conditions and post-conditions are
given respectively by
•e
df
= {b | (b, e) ∈ F} and e•
df
= {b | (e, b) ∈ F}
(both sets are assumed non-empty and disjoint). The dot-notation extends in the usual way to sets of
events. Two events are in conflict (or conflicting) if they share a pre-condition or share a post-condition.
An elementary net system with localities (ENL-system) is a tuple
enl
df
= (B,E,F,≏, cin )
such that (B,E,F ) is the underlying net, ≏ is a co-location relation, and cin ⊆ B is the initial case (in
general, any subset of B is a case). In diagrams, boxes representing co-located events are shaded in the
same way (see Figure 1).
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The semantics of enl is based on steps of simultaneously executed events. We first define potential
steps as non-empty sets of non-conflicting events. A potential step u is then resource enabled at a case c
if •u ⊆ c and u• ∩ c = ∅, and control enabled if, in addition, there is no event e /∈ u such that e ≏ u
and the step u ∪ {e} is resource enabled at c. If both conditions are satisfied, there is a transition from c
to the case c′ = (c \ •u) ∪ u•, and we denote this by c[u〉c′ (or simply c[u〉). The step transition system
of enl is then given by:
tsenl
df
=
(
Cenl ,
{
(c, u, c′) ∈ 2B × 2E × 2B | c ∈ Cenl ∧ c[u〉c
′
}
, cin
)
,
where Cenl — the set of reachable cases — is the least set of cases containing cin and closed w.r.t. the
transition relation. To ease the presentation, we will assume that enl does not have dead events, i.e., each
event occurs in at least one of the steps labelling the arcs of the transition system tsenl. It is easy to see
that the following hold:
Fact 2.1. If a step u is resource enabled at c then there is a step w which is control enabled at c such that
u ⊆ w and e ≏ u, for every e ∈ w \ u.
Fact 2.2. Two events, e and f , resource enabled at a case c are in conflict iff there is no step resource
enabled at c to which they both belong.
Note that we say that an event e is resource enabled at a case if the singleton step {e} is.
2.2. ENL-transition systems
To link the nodes (global states) of a step transition system ts with the conditions (local states) of the
hypothetical ENL-system corresponding to it, we use the notion of a region defined as a triple
r
df
= (in, r, out) ∈ 2E × 2S × 2E
such that, for every transition s
u
−→ s′, the following hold:
R1 If s ∈ r and s′ /∈ r then |u ∩ in| = 0 and |u ∩ out| = 1 .
R2 If s /∈ r and s′ ∈ r then |u ∩ in| = 1 and |u ∩ out| = 0 .
R3 If u ∩ out 6= ∅ then s ∈ r and s′ /∈ r.
R4 If u ∩ in 6= ∅ then s /∈ r and s′ ∈ r.
Intuitively, the events in in ‘enter’ the set of states r, and those in out ‘exit’ r.
There are exactly two trivial regions satisfying r = ∅ or r = S, viz. (∅,∅,∅) and (∅, S,∅).
Moreover, (in, r, out) is a region iff so is its complement (out, S \ r, in). In general, a region cannot
be identified only by its set of states; in other words, in and out (also denoted inr and outr) may not be
recoverable from r.
The set of all non-trivial regions will be denoted by Rts and, for every state s, Rs is the set of all
non-trivial regions (in, r, out) containing s, i.e., s ∈ r. The sets of pre-regions, ◦e, and post-regions, e◦,
of an event e comprise all the non-trivial regions (in, r, out) respectively satisfying e ∈ out and e ∈ in.
This extends in the usual way to sets of events.
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To characterise transition systems of ENL-systems, we need two more notions. The set of potential
steps comprises all non-empty sets u of events such that
◦e ∩ ◦f = e◦ ∩ f◦ = ∅ ,
for each pair of distinct events e, f ∈ u. A potential step u is then region enabled at state s if ◦u ⊆ Rs
and u◦ ∩Rs = ∅.
A step transition system ts = (S, T, sin) is an ENL-transition system w.r.t. a co-location relation ≏
if the following hold:
A1 Each state is reachable from the initial state.
A2 For every event e, both ◦e and e◦ are non-empty.
A3 For all distinct states s and s′, Rs 6= Rs′ .
A4 For every state s and step u, we have that s
u
−→ iff u is region enabled at s and there is no event
e 6∈ u such that e ≏ u and the step u ∪ {e} is region enabled at s.
One can show (see [9]) that the transition system of an ENL-system with the co-location relation ≏ is an
ENL-transition system w.r.t. ≏. Moreover, one can see that the following hold:
Fact 2.3. If a step u is region enabled at a state s then there is a step w such that
s
w
−→ and u ⊆ w and e ≏ u ,
for every e ∈ w \ u.
Fact 2.4. If s
u
−→ s′ is one of the valid transitions, then the step u is region enabled at s and
Rs \Rs′ =
◦u and Rs′ \Rs = u
◦ and ◦u =
⊎
e∈u
◦e and u◦ =
⊎
e∈u
e◦ .
2.3. Synthesising ENL-systems
ENL-systems generate ENL-transition systems. The reverse also is true, and the translation from ENL-
transition systems to the corresponding ENL-systems is based on regions.
Let ts = (S, T, sin) be an ENL-transition system w.r.t. a (given) co-location relation ≏. Then the net
system associated with ts is defined as:
enl
≏
ts
df
= (Rts, E, Fts,≏,Rsin )
where
Fts
df
= {(r, e) ∈ Rts× E | r ∈
◦e} ∪ {(e, r) ∈ E ×Rts | r ∈ e
◦} .
It turns out that such a construction always produces an ENL-system which, crucially, generates a tran-
sition system which is isomorphic to ts.
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(a)
sin
s
{e, f}
r1
r2
r3
r4
e f
(b)
Figure 2. An ENL-transition system with co-located events e and f (a), and the ENL-system resulting from the
synthesis (b).
Theorem 2.1. ([9])
Let ts be an ENL-transition system w.r.t. a co-location relation ≏. Then enl≏
ts
is an ENL-system and
its step transition system is isomorphic to ts. Moreover, the isomorphism ψ between ts and the step
transition system of enl≏
ts
is given by ψ(s)
df
= Rs, for every state s of ts.
The above construction is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that the non-trivial regions in this
case are:
r1 = (∅, {sin}, {e})
r2 = ({e}, {s},∅})
r3 = (∅, {sin}, {f})
r4 = ({f}, {s},∅) .
As mentioned above, the axioms A1-A4 and the synthesis algorithm are formulated w.r.t. a co-
location relation which is assumed to be known. However, one could argue that the distribution of
events into different subsystems should be part of realistic synthesis procedure. Given that the number
of co-location relations is finite for a given finite set of events, one might, of course, enumerate them all
and check the axioms A1-A4 for each and every one. This, however, would be both wasteful (as many
potential relations are clearly inappropriate) and impractical (since the total number of co-location rela-
tions for n different events is the n-th number in the fast-growing sequence of Bell numbers). Though
the following result is straightforward, it is potentially very useful.
Proposition 2.1. Let ts be a step transition system. Moreover, let ≏ and ≏′ be two state consistent co-
location relations, i.e., ≏s and≏
′
s coincide for every state s. Then ts is an ENL-transition system w.r.t.≏
iff it is an ENL-transition system w.r.t. ≏′.
Basically, it says that, when checking the axioms A1-A4, what really matters are the restrictions of
the co-location relations to sets of events locally enabled at each of the states of the transition system.
Hence it suffices to check the axioms w.r.t. just one relation for any equivalence class of state consistent
co-location relations. In some cases, however, the synthesis problem can be reduced to checking the
axioms A1-A4 for just one co-location relation. What is perhaps surprising, the class of such systems
has practical motivation (see [11]).
An ENL-system has localised conflicts (or is ENL/LC-system) if no conflicting non-co-located events
are resource enabled at some reachable case.
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Proposition 2.2. ([11])
Let enl and enl′ be two ENL-systems with the co-location relations ≏ and ≏′, respectively. If they
generate the same transition system ts and≏s=≏
′
s, for every state s of ts, then enl has localised conflicts
iff enl′ has localised conflicts.
Proposition 2.3. ([11])
Let ts be the transition system of an ENL-transition system enl with the co-location relation ≏. Then
enl is an ENL/LC-system iff there is no state s of ts and two distinct events e 6≏s f in Es which do not
belong to at least one step in allStepss.
A key property of ENL/LC-systems is captured by the next result.
Theorem 2.2. ([11])
Let ts be the transition system of an ENL/LC-system, and s be one of its states. Then two distinct events
in Es are co-located iff either there is no step in allStepss to which the two events belong, or there is a
step in minStepss to which the two events belong.
Corollary 2.1. ([11])
Let ts be the transition system of an ENL/LC-system with the co-location relation ≏. Then, for every
state s of ts we have ≏s=≏
ts,s, where:
≏
ts,s df=
⋃
u∈minSteps
s
u× u ∪
(
(Es × Es) \
⋃
u∈allSteps
s
u× u
)
. (1)
For the class of ENL/LC-systems, we are interested in addressing the following problem:
Synthesis Problem 1. Given a step transition system ts find as efficient as possible a way of checking
whether it is isomorphic to the transition system of an ENL/LC-system, and if so construct such a system.
We can approach this problem in stages. First, for every state s of ts, we construct ≏ts,s as in
Corollary 2.1, and then form the co-location relation:
≏
ts
min
df
=
(⋃
s
≏
ts,s
)∗
.
Next, we check whether ≏ts,s is equal to ≏tsmin |Es×Es , for every state s. If this is not the case, we
know that Synthesis Problem 1 fails. Otherwise, in view of Corollary 2.1, ≏tsmin is the finest (w.r.t. the
number of equivalence classes) possible co-location relation for ts although we still do not know whether
it provides a positive answer to the synthesis problem. To establish this, we proceed to check whether
the axioms A1-A4 are satisfied for the co-location relation ≏tsmin . If so, ts is an ENL-transition system,
and we can use the procedure from Section 2.3 to obtain the synthesised ENL-system enl
≏
ts
min
ts
.
The above outlines a procedure which takes advantage of the structural (and local) properties of the
original step transition system. If it succeeds, we obtain an ENL/LC-system which solves the synthesis
problem. Moreover, one can easily characterise all other ENL/LC-systems with this property using
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.
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3. Constructing regions of ENL-systems
The aim of this paper is to investigate ways in which the regions of an ENL-transition system are con-
structed and when some of these are redundant from the point of view of generating a net with the same
behaviour. Note that such an investigation is completely independent of the considerations concerning
co-location relations presented in the previous section.
We first develop a general characterisation of the set Rr comprising all the non-trivial regions based
on a given set of states r. We need the following auxiliary notations:
• U rIn are the steps labelling transitions incoming to r, i.e., u ∈ U
r
In iff s
u
−→ s′, for some s 6∈ r and
s′ ∈ r.
• U rOut are the steps labelling transitions outgoing from r, i.e., u ∈ U
r
Out iff s
u
−→ s′, for some s ∈ r
and s′ 6∈ r.
• ErIn are the events occurring only in steps labelling transitions incoming to r, i.e., e ∈ E
r
In iff
s
u
−→ s′ and e ∈ u implies s 6∈ r and s′ ∈ r.
• ErOut are the events occurring only in steps labelling transitions outgoing from r, i.e., e ∈ E
r
Out iff
s
u
−→ s′ and e ∈ u implies s ∈ r and s′ 6∈ r.
• IN r is the set of all in ⊆ ErIn such that |in ∩ u| = 1 , for every u ∈ U
r
In .
• OUT r is the set of all out ⊆ ErOut such that |out ∩ u| = 1 , for every u ∈ U
r
Out .
It is straightforward to observe that looking for events which enter a set of states r can be done com-
pletely separately from looking for events which exit the same set of states. Moreover, any combination
of entering and exiting events gives rise to a valid region based on r.
Proposition 3.1. (in, r, out) ∈ Rr iff in ∈ IN r and out ∈ OUT r.
Proof:
Follows from R1-R4 and the definitions above. ⊓⊔
Corollary 3.1. If (in, r, out) and (in′, r, out′) are two regions of an ENL-transition system, then so is
(in, r, out′).
Suppose now that we are given the task of finding all the regions in Rr. The main algorithmic task
will be to construct the sets belonging to IN r (and OUT r as well). This can be done by a reduction to a
version of the vertex covering problem, formulated in the following way.
Construct an undirected graph with the vertices U rIn ∪ E
r
In and arcs joining u ∈ U
r
In and
e ∈ ErIn whenever e ∈ u. Then in ⊆ E
r
In belongs to IN
r iff each vertex in U rIn is adjacent
to exactly one vertex belonging to in.
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3.1. Sound reductions
Suppose now that we have generated an ENL-system enl which is a sub-ENL-system of enl≏
ts
defined in
Section 2.3 (in other words, enl has been obtained from enl≏
ts
by deleting some conditions together with
the adjacent arcs) and that the transition system of enl is isomorphic to ts. We would like to reduce enl
further by throwing away a condition (region) r without violating the property of being an ENL-system
with step transition system isomorphic to ts. Let us denote the resulting ENL-system enlr. Then the
following are simple yet useful definition and result.
We call r a sound reduction if, for every case c reachable in enl and every step u, if u is resource
enabled at c \ {r} in enlr then u is resource enabled at c in enl. In other words r is a sound reduction if
its deletion does not ‘unblock’ any events in reachable cases. Hence it is redundant from the behavioural
point of view.
Proposition 3.2. If r is a sound reduction, then the transition systems of enl and enlr are isomorphic.
Proof:
Consider a reachable case c of enl. Then the set of resource enabled steps at c in enl is exactly the same
as the set of resource enabled steps at c\{r} in enlr. This follows from the definition of sound reduction,
and the fact that deleting conditions preserves the resource enabledness of steps. Hence, since the co-
location relations of enl and enlr are the same, we have that, for every reachable case c of enl, the set
of control enabled steps at c in enl is exactly the same as the set of control enabled steps at c \ {r} in
enlr. ⊓⊔
The definition of a sound reduction is dynamic and so it may be difficult to apply in practice. There-
fore, we will now search for static characterisations of sound reductions. In each case, we will be aiming
at showing that r is redundant if other condition(s) are present. The first static sound reduction is based
on pairs of complement regions. In practical terms, it allows one to reduce the number of necessary
conditions by half.
Proposition 3.3. If r = (in, r, out) and r = (out, S \r, in) are two conditions in enl and deleting r leads
to an ENL-system, then r is a sound reduction.
Proof:
Suppose that enlr is an ENL-system, but r is not a sound reduction in enl. Then there exists a case c in
enl and a step u resource enabled at c \ {r} in enlr and not resource enabled at c in enl. That means r is
not marked at c and is a pre-condition of some event in u, or r is marked and is a post-condition of some
event in u. Let us consider the first case (similar reasoning can be used in the second case). From the
construction of enl≏
ts
and Theorem 2.1 we know that regions become conditions in the synthesised net,
and if a condition (equivalent to some region) is marked in some case then the condition equivalent to its
complement region is unmarked. We know as well that a complement of a region that is a pre-condition
of some event e is a post-condition of this event, i.e.,
r ∈ ◦e ⇐⇒ e ∈ outr ⇐⇒ e ∈ inr ⇐⇒ r ∈ e
◦ .
From the above it follows that if r is not marked at c and is a pre-condition of some event in u then r is
marked at c and is a post-condition of some event in u. But then r would make u resource disabled at
c \ {r} in enlr, producing a contradiction. ⊓⊔
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Note that assuming that deleting r leads to an ENL-system simply means that r is not a unique pre-
condition or post-condition of any event.
3.2. Minimal regions
The next sound reduction we investigate concerns a situation when two (compatible) regions based on
disjoint sets of states can be combined into a single (larger) region which is based on the union of their
sets of states. It turns out that in such a case the larger region is redundant provided that the two smaller
regions are present. To define compatible regions, we need auxiliary notations.
Given an event e and a set of states r, we denote
e ∈ Hr e ∈ ▽r e ∈ rH e ∈ r▽
if, for every transition s
u
−→ s′ with e ∈ u, we have respectively,
s′ ∈ r s′ /∈ r s ∈ r s /∈ r .
Then two regions of an ENL-transition system, r = (in, r, out) and r′ = (in′, r′, out′), are compatible if
out ⊆ Hr′ ∪ ▽r′ in ⊆ r′H ∪ r′▽ out′ ⊆ Hr ∪ ▽r in′ ⊆ rH ∪ r▽
and, moreover, r ∩ r′ = ∅. Intuitively, compatibility means that events entering (or exiting) the states
of one of the two regions label transitions which either all exit or all never exit (resp. either all enter or
all never enter) the states of the other region. As a result, there is never a confusion about the entry/exit
status of an event when we consider the union of the sets of states on which the two regions are based.
Proposition 3.4. If r = (in, r, out) and r′ = (in′, r′, out′) are two non-trivial compatible regions of an
ENL-transition system ts, then the following is a (possibly trivial) region of ts:
r⊕ r′
df
= (in ∪ in′ \ F, r ∪ r′, out ∪ out′ \ F ) ,
where F
df
= Hr ∩ r′H ∪ Hr′ ∩ rH.
Proof:
Suppose s
u
−→ s′ is a transition in ts. We only show R1 and R3 for r⊕ r′ as R2 and R4 are symmetric.
To prove R1, let us assume that s ∈ r ∪ r′ and s′ /∈ r ∪ r′. We need to show that:
|u ∩ (in ∪ in′ \ F )| = 0 (∗) and |u ∩ (out ∪ out′ \ F )| = 1 (∗∗).
We have s′ /∈ r and s′ /∈ r′. By r ∩ r′ = ∅, we can assume without loss of generality that s ∈ r and
s /∈ r′. Because r and r′ are regions we have (from the definition of a region) that
|u ∩ in| = 0 and |u ∩ out| = 1 R1 and u ∩ out′ = ∅ R3 and u ∩ in′ = ∅ R4 .
Hence, by |u∩ in| = 0 and u∩ in′ = ∅, we have that (*) is satisfied. To prove (**) we can observe that
from
|u ∩ out| = 1 and u ∩ out′ = ∅
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we have |u ∩ (out ∪ out′)| = 1 , and we know that there exists e ∈ u ∩ out. From out ⊆ Hr′ ∪ ▽r′ and
from the fact that we have a transition s
u
−→ s′ in ts with s′ /∈ r, it follows that all transitions with steps
containing e must not end in r′. Moreover, they must start in r (follows from e ∈ u ∩ out and R3 for r).
Hence, e /∈ F and, consequently, |u ∩ (out ∪ out′ \ F )| = 1 .
To prove R3, let us assume that u ∩ (out ∪ out′ \ F ) 6= ∅. We need to show that s ∈ r ∪ r′ and
s′ /∈ r ∪ r′. There exists e ∈ u such that e /∈ F and e ∈ out ∪ out′. We can assume, without loss of
generality, that e ∈ u∩ out and e /∈ F . From the definition of region for r we have that s ∈ r and s′ /∈ r.
Hence s ∈ r ∪ r′. We still need to show that s′ /∈ r′. Suppose s′ ∈ r′. Then we have s
u
−→ s′ where
s ∈ r, s′ ∈ r′ and e ∈ u. But e ∈ out ⊆ Hr′ ∪ ▽r′, and so e ∈ Hr′. Moreover, from e ∈ u ∩ out and
R3 for r we know that all transitions labelled with u must start in r. As e ∈ u, we have e ∈ rH. Hence
e ∈ F , a contradiction. As a result, s′ /∈ r′ and, consequently, s′ /∈ r ∪ r′. ⊓⊔
Note that in the above proposition we cannot define the set F as
(out ∩ in′) ∪ (in ∩ out′) .
Consider the example in Figure 2 and the regions r1 and r4 . We can see that with such a
definition of F , we would have F = ∅ and so
r1 ⊕ r4 = ({f }, {sin , s}, {e})
which is not a region. On the other hand, with the definition of F as in the formulation of
Proposition 3.4, we have F = {e, f} and so
r1 ⊕ r4 = (∅, {sin , s},∅) = (∅,S ,∅) ,
which is a valid (trivial) region.
The composition of regions by means of ⊕ gives rise in a natural way to a pre-order ≺ on the set
of regions, i.e., r ≺ r′ whenever there is r′′ such that r ⊕ r′′ = r′. And, similarly as in the treatment of
regions of ordinary EN-systems, one can aim at constructing a solution to the synthesis problem based
on minimal regions w.r.t. the pre-order ≺. That such an approach is sound follows from the next result.
Proposition 3.5. If r = (in, r, out), r′ = (in′, r′, out′) and r⊕ r′ are three conditions in enl, then r⊕ r′
is a sound reduction.
Proof:
Suppose that there is a case c such that u is resource enabled at c\{r⊕r′} in enlr⊕r′ and u is not resource
enabled at c in enl. That means r⊕r′ is not marked at c and is a pre-condition of some event in u, or r⊕r′
is marked at c and is a post-condition of some event in u. Let us consider the first case (the second one
can be dealt with similarly). As enl is a sub-ENL-system of enl≏
ts
obtained from the procedure described
in Section 2.3, we know that if r ⊕ r′ is not marked at c then neither r nor r′ are marked at c. Moreover,
if r⊕ r′ is a pre-condition of some event e in u (r⊕ r′ ∈ ◦e) then
e ∈ outr⊕r′ = out ∪ out
′ \ (Hr ∩ r′H ∪ Hr′ ∩ rH) .
That means r ∈ ◦e or r′ ∈ ◦e, and e ∈ u. So, one of the conditions r or r′ is a pre-condition of u and
they are not marked at c \ {r ⊕ r′} in enlr⊕r′ . Consequently u is not resource enabled at that case in
enlr⊕r′ , producing a contradiction. ⊓⊔
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Figure 3 shows an example of synthesis using only minimal regions. Note that the non-trivial
regions in this case are:
r1 = (∅, {sin}, {e, f})
r2 = ({e}, {s1 },∅)
r3 = ({f }, {s2 },∅)
r4 = (∅, {sin , s2}, {e})
r5 = (∅, {sin , s1}, {f })
r6 = ({e, f }, {s1 , s2},∅) .
(a)
sin
s1 s2
{e} {f}
(b)
r4 r1 r5
r2 r6 r3
e f
(c)
r1
r2 r3
e f
Figure 3. An ENL-transition system with non co-located events e and f (a), the ENL-system resulting from the
synthesis (b), and the reduced ENL-system solution for (a) that uses only regions minimal w.r.t.≺.
3.3. Companion regions
The two previous kinds of sound reductions concerned regions based on disjoint sets of states of the
original transition system. In fact, they generalised similar notions previously developed for the synthesis
of EN-systems. However, the same cannot be said about the third kind of sound reduction as it refers to
regions based on the same set of states. The key idea here is that if we have a set of regions based on
the same set of states — or a set of companion regions — then it does not really matter which region is
entered or exited by a given event.
Consider the ENL-transition system ts in Figure 4(a) and the ENL-system enl in Figure 4(b)
generating it. The latter is a sub-ENL-system of enlE×E
ts
obtained by deleting conditions
complementary to those retained in enl (see Proposition 3.3). Consider now the four condi-
tions in the middle row of Figure 4(b). Clearly, they are nothing but four companion regions,
r1 = ({e}, {s}, {g})
r2 = ({f}, {s}, {g})
r3 = ({e}, {s}, {h})
r4 = ({f}, {s}, {h}) ,
belonging to R{s}. It is not difficult to see that not all four are actually needed to construct
an ENL-system generating ts. In fact, we can retain just r1 and r4 , or just r2 and r3 , shown
in Figure 4(c,d), without causing any harm.
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(a)
sin
s
s ′
{e, f}
{g, h}
(b)
e f
g h
(c)
e f
g h
(d)
e f
g h
Figure 4. An ENL-transition system (a), and three ENL-systems generating it (b, c, d).
The above observation lies behind our third sound reduction which essentially states that a region is
redundant if for every event which enters or exits it, there is another companion region with the same
property.
Proposition 3.6. Let r = (in, r, out) be a condition in enl such that
• in ⊆
⋃
{in′ | (in′, r, out′) is condition in enl different from r}.
• out ⊆
⋃
{out′ | (in′, r, out′) is condition in enl different from r}.
Then r is a sound reduction.
Proof:
Similar to the proofs of Propositions 3.3 and 3.5. ⊓⊔
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we discussed how one could synthesise GALS systems represented by Petri nets from their
behavioural specifications given in terms of step transition systems. In particular, we investigated how
this problem might be solved without considering all potential regions generated by a step transition
system. In doing so, we proposed three sound reductions aimed at avoiding redundancy in terms of
constructed conditions during the synthesis procedure.
In our future work we plan to consider more relaxed versions of Synthesis Problem 1. For example,
one can assume that ts gives an upper bound on the desirable behaviour of the synthesised net, and the
goal is to retain as much as possible of the behaviour specified by ts in the constructed ENL/LC-system.
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